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EDITOR’S REQUIREMENTS
The text written in the MS Word processor, not exceeding 10 pages (format A4, but upper and
bottom margins 5.3 cm, left and right margins 4 cm, header 1.25 cm, footer 4.3 cm).
Fonts and spaces: Times New Roman, except for titles. Author’s name (bold) font size 10, line space
1. Author’s affiliation font size 10. Author’s titles, postal and email addresses in the footnote. Title
font Arial size 12. Line space above 24 and below 12 pts. Abstract font size 8, single line spacing,
indentation right and left 0.7 cm, line spacing below 12 pts. Key words font size 8, indentation right
and left 0.7 cm, line spacing below 12 pts. Subtitles font Arial size 11, line spacing above 22 pts,
below 11 pts. Main body of the text font size 10, single spacing, justified, first line in a paragraph
indented 0.7 cm. Table captions font size 8, single spacing, line spacing above 12 pts, below 4 pts.
Table contents font size 8, single line spacing, line spacing above and below 2 pts. Figure captions
font size 8, single line spacing, line spacing above 12 pts, below 4 pts. Table or figure source font size
8, line spacing above 4 pts, below 6 pts. Footnote text justified, font size 8, single line spacing.
Reference list first font size 8, line hanging by 0.7 cm. Page numbers font size 11, middle position.
Graphs: black and white, should be supplied in a form suitable for further editing in a commonly used
software. Cross references in the form of [author year, page] and for no-author items [title first
word... year, page].
Reference list: Author’s name and first name initials [year]: title, journal no, pages. For books after
title: publisher, place. For no-author items: title. [year]. editor (ed.), publisher, place. Multiple
publications by the same author in one year marked by A, B, C etc. after year’s number.
Obligatory abstract of maximum 1000 characters and a key word list
The MS Word file with defined styles can be found at: http://kerimsg.wne.sggw.pl/wpcontent/uploads/2010/04/2112_formatka.doc

